Left and Right Game!
This is a great game to get everyone warmed up! Use one game prize or dating gift (more for
larger groups) and give it to your host (and others) at the party. Once everyone sits down explain
that every time they hear the words ‘left’ or ‘right’ the prize is to be passed one person to their left
or right. Whoever ends up with the game prize(s) at the end is the winner! For Bridal Showers you
may wish to give every attendee an item to pass so they all go home with a gift!

I LEFT my house tonight on my way to _____’s house, but I LEFT the
directions RIGHT by the phone. I knew that I needed to have the RIGHT
directions so I turned Left and I turned RIGHT and made my way back to
my house for the RIGHT directions. Sure enough, they were RIGHT where
I had LEFT them Right next to the phone! Finally I was on the RIGHT track.
I arrived RIGHT on time to set up my display RIGHT over here.

You all arrived and sat RIGHT down. I’ll get RIGHT down to business and
tell you about our new products, host program and income opportunity. I
hope nothing will be LEFT out!

If you LEFT home with the intention of shopping for gifts tonight, we have
the RIGHT gift for everyone. Review your shopping lists; we wouldn’t
want anyone to be LEFT out. We have just the RIGHT gifts for a shower, a
wedding, a birthday, a house-warming and more!

When your order comes, please check it RIGHT away. If something isn’t
RIGHT, please call me RIGHT away and I will make it RIGHT! You wouldn’t
want to be left with something you weren’t satisfied with, RIGHT? Our
lifetime warranty is provided to give our customers the best value. Most
items are covered against peeling, chipping, cracking and breaking, when
you use them RIGHT, of course!

Maybe you’d like to be a host and earn lots of FREE Tupperware or it might
be the RIGHT time for you to explore Tupperware for the income you can
make. Feel free to ask questions Right in the middle of my demo if you
wish!

I’m already enjoying being here and hope that you’re having fun. We have
lots of ideas to make your life easier and help you have money LEFT at the
end of the month! So I’ll get right to the point and start the demonstration!

Therefore there is nothing LEFT for me to do except congratulate the
winner, RIGHT?

